Dogs, Kings
and a Few Bears
Text and Photos: Thomas Woelfle

Mount Alagnak, Alaska. I climb down 48 steps to happiness. Don’t
worry, you don’t need hiking equipment for the 48 steps and a few
feet more down to the dock at the river. The Lodge is located on a
small hill with an outstanding view of the river, and all you need for
the hike down is a strong two-handed rod in your right hand and
an eight weight in your left. Today I even don’t have to care about
that. I’m all set, and my rods are stored, well prepared, in the boat.
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t is seven o’clock in the evening.
This afternoon I relaxed, read
a book, and spent some time
sweating in the sauna, heating up
my whole body from head to toe. The
morning was nasty, cold with a lot
of rain, but from the fishing point of
view really good. And… above all: no
bugs! That makes the
few steps from the
sauna to my room in
the lodge easy. I have
to say, though, that
even on warmer days
the bugs, big and
small, were kind and
didn’t cause much
of a problem, except
for a few bumpy
souvenirs on my
hands. I’m in Alaska!
It fits perfectly with
my idea of the last frontier that when
I open the wooden door of the sauna
and step out, a wolf crosses my path.
I cannot avoid brief eye contact, but
the wolf shows no aggression. I guess
he is a little irritated by the look of
naked Woelfle, well almost naked…
we’re in the US, and decides to move
on quickly and walk his way down
the hill.
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Now I sit in the boat, with a little
grin on my face…happy that nobody
saw my date with the wolf…ready
for the evening’s fishing session. The
lodge and the guides divide the day
in three so-called sessions. Out of
those three sessions, morning,
afternoon and evening, you can

choose two for the day, depending
on your level of personal fitness and
what you want to do and catch. The
Lodge sits near the estuary, and so
the tides play a big role in the game.
The mighty kings take advantage of
high tides, using them to push
upriver to nice holding places and
their final destinations without
losing too much power. That’s why

the hours right after high tide are
hot for kings. Dogs or chums are
different. Usually they gather in
large numbers around gravel bars
and are caught best during low tide.
This evening, though, belongs to the
king or Chinook. After a short and
fast sprint over the river and around
the corner, my guide
Scott parks the boat
in a nice place above
the lodge. The good
thing: the
convenient location
of the lodge means
that the boat rides to
the fishing grounds
take rarely longer

makes room for warm shafts of
sunlight. And what light! Dark
clouds, sun…actually a nice picture.
I take out my camera and shoot a
few pictures before I use a Skagit
Cast to send the big chartreuse
Intruder on his journey. It’s a bit
noisy, but the big flies and heavy
Sink Tips are thrown
out best that way.
I’m getting better
and better. You don’t
need record
distances to hook up
with a king at the
Alagnak. The key is
speed, depth and
movement of the fly.

than ten minutes,
and so you save a lot
of time for that what
you want to do: Fish!
Scott, a steelheader to the core (he
lives on Washington State’s Olympic
Peninsula all year except for
summers), has known the Alagnak
River for almost 30 years now. He
explains that this part of the river is
an especially important corridor that
the kings swim along. Like a well
timed push of a bottom, all of a
sudden the cloud cover opens and

On the Alagnak you
can present your fly
in a typical wet fly
swing, almost as you
would for Atlantic salmon. The swing
should be fished very slowly with
the fly close to the bottom. You
usually cast in a 20-degree angle
downstream, followed by a big mend.
Keep enough loose line in your left
hand so that you don’t rip your fly
too far away from the place you want
to fish it. Most of my takes I got on
very slow moves. And also -at least

this week- those takes were anything
but aggressive. Very gentle and
discreet, I would say. That is my
experience so far although if I talk
about takes, I have to admit that the
number of takes during a fishing day
is manageable. It definitely is not a
numbers game. The kings spread out

as they move up from the river
mouth, and dropping the fly in front
of them sometimes is not easy. Spin
fishermen clearly have the edge over
fly fishermen in this case. Guys
fishing conventionally have from
one to four kings in the boat during
a four-hour session. Usually.
Anyway, I think it’s worth the effort
to catch them on a fly. Beside two

surgeons from the US, I was the only
one king fishing with a fly
consistently and every day. As I said,
the takes are not spectacular-sometimes you feel one or two small
tugs like trout might make trying to
get the fly, then one deep pull on the
line follows. Set the hook by taking
the rod downstream
and sideways. Here
you fish big hooks
and deep, so be gritty
and set that hook
hard. To fish for
kings with a fly is a
challenge, a game of
patience too. At the
Alagnak you can
count on 1-3 bites a
day; don’t be too sad
if you drive back to
the lodge without
even one. Still, that’s more action
than on many Atlantic Salmon
Rivers around the world. You may
also lose big fish. The combination of
deep fishing and gentle takes,
perhaps on a straight line right at
the end of the swing, often leads to
lost fish. Nevertheless, those who
fish with concentration and bravery
have a good and fair chance to catch
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a king on a fly, especially at the
Alagnak. One fact I haven’t
mentioned so far makes the effort
worthwhile. Hooking up with a king
means a big fight. If you want to see
your backing running from the reel
like crazy...here you will definitely
get it. How far only depends on
when you to start the motor of the
boat to follow the fish. That is Scott’s
job now. After two hours with no
action around the boat, we see two
kings rolling on the surface and
running towards us. A minute later
one of them takes my fly right at the
end of the swing. I set the hook and
another behind for safety reasons,
until the fish realizes what’s

river with Scott as my knowledgeable
guide. He’s a much better
steelheader, theoretically anyway,
than he is a photographer. (Sorry,
Scott.) It doesn’t matter! I’d rather
catch the king. This one weights
about ten kilo, an average size on the
Alagnak. Of course there are bigger
ones in the river. My first day, in my
first session during heavy wind and
rain…oh what nasty weather that
was…I caught my personal record for
the week, a seventeen kilo king. This
fish I took home, and at Christmas I
will prepare sashimi, tartar, and cook
the filets to perfection - I hope – and
I’ll tell my fishing stories to
everyone, whether or not they want

area it is a must to visit, like the
Colosseum in Rome, the Eiffel Tower
in Paris, or Oktoberfest in Munich.
The excitement of Brooks Camp
notwithstanding, I had my most
memorable experience in absolute
peace, harmony and loneliness one
evening on the Alagnak. Our boat
was parked on shore when Scott and
I heard some the branches rustle
behind us. We turned around and
first dimly, then more and more
clearly, recognized a handsome bear,
who, seconds later stepped out of
the thicket and showed himself in
full splendor. What a bear! He was
standing on the high bank like a
model on the catwalk. His fur wasn’t

boat you can follow along with the
bear safely without risking your own
lives, maintaining the required
respect, of course. This was my bear,
even though only for a few
moments. Those moments are safely
stored in the hard drive of my brain.
In my eyes they make Alaska what it
is: the last frontier. I guess I
mentioned that already. On each of
my trips, I’m excited by what you get
as a fisherman besides the catch.
Catching fish is still highest on the
list of rewards just because you
stand in the river to catch salmon.
But I always take the time to give the
salmon a rest and have a look at
what’s going on around me.

happened, turns downstream and
runs…and runs…and runs! Stopping
the fish is useless. OK, I have enough
backing on the reel…but I feel safer
with some of it still in place, so we
decide to start the chase with the
boat. Slowly but surely I get back
meter after meter of line, and right
at the point when I’m close to the
shooting head, the fish turns and
makes my reel scream. The same
game begins again although the
second run is not as long as the first.
“A little bit like tarpon fishing on the
flats!” I think. Insane, never ending
runs, followed by the second part of
the game. Fighting the fish hard and
consistently. “Put pressure on it and
don’t let him rest!” is Scott’s advice. I
do my best without hurrying or
making hectic moves. “Stay calm,
Thomas, and do one step after the
other!” I hear myself mumble. “Tire
him out, minute by minute!” It
works out, and after ten minutes or
so I find the perfect moment to
move the king over the net. “About
time!” smiles Scott, since the big
single hook is already out of the
king’s mouth. It’s a nice fish. I
learned a lot in my seven days on the

to hear them. Listen, and you get
dinner, sounds like a plan. Those
stories I will garnish with all the
bears I met around the Alagnak, not
to mention the Brooks River, about a
40- minute flight from the Lodge
and loaded with bears. You won’t
believe what goes on in this place in
July. Bears and tourists appear en
masse along the lakes and river near
Brooks Camp. For everyone in the

wet, and the best prat was that Scott
and I were safe in the boat and as
close as close can be. We were just
slightly further away from the bear
than the reach of my fifteen foot
Spey rod. The light was great, the
bear was great, and so I decided to
put down my rod and follow him for
a while, just to enjoy the experience.
While coming as close as that to a
bear on land is pure nonsense, in a

Remembering to do that is not too
difficult in Alaska on the Alagnak.
There are plenty of salmon, and
where salmon are… there are bears.
In addition to that, as a fisherman
you fall softly at the Alagnak. I was
there in middle of July, a time when
sockeyes moved up the river by the
thousands. Sockeyes taste great and
are an extremely important source of
income for commercial fishing at
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Bristol Bay. For me
those salmon are
more interesting on
the plate than
actually on the line.
But it was a little bit
weird, strange and
funny to stand in the
boat fishing for kings
while one pack of
Sockeyes after the
other passed by,
heading upstream. It
was a never-ending
story, so many fish.
The chum or dog
salmon appeared in
large numbers too,

Alagnak, you can catch chums and

mainly in mass confrontations along
the gravel bars. I can tell you from
experience that, after one or two
fishless king sessions, fishing for
chums is great. It is a fantastic
alternative where you can fight the
soul out of your body. I mean what I
say. In four hours, if you find the
pack, which is not too difficult at the

chums and chums until your arms
and shoulders hurt. Chums are very
aggressive, especially at low tide,
after the river has dropped. “All you
need is pink!” Scott smiles and ties
one of his tube flies to my leader.
“Those salmon are perfect for the fly
and first time fly-fishermen!” Why, I
experience that right on the first
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cast. After a drift,
probably no more
than a few seconds, I
felt a vehement pull
on the line and
answered by a lift of
my rod. That is a
take, a take even my
wife would
recognize. OK, I
would not call myself
a beginner, but I
admit …it’s good,
getting a take with
almost every cast.
Not to mention the
fights. My fishing rod
suffers…and I like
that. “Oh man, they are tough!”
Scott is fishing together with me this
afternoon –thus the useful pictures.
Even if this fishing is so very easy, I
can tell by the expression on his face
he likes it too. What a contrast to the
difficult king fishing. The “dogs” fight
with an enormous will and
endurance hard to believe.
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Sometimes you need brute force to
land a chum, including a trick to
save your rod from breakage. So that
your travel rod stays a 4-piece model,
move line from the reel, clamp the
rod between your ankles, grab the
leader and pull the fish towards you
until you’re able to land it with your
hands. Much like poaching … oh…
that reminds me of my childhood.
Anyway, this landing technique
works. “Dog on the line!” Sounds
good and gave me soooooo much of
fun, the countless pirouettes when a
fish didn’t do what he was supposed
to and swam x-times around me in
circles included. All the chums were
bright silver and fresh as fresh can

can catch abundantly. They are not
used commercially, so no business
cares about them. Some say they
taste good, some say the opposite. It
is a very underestimated species in a
lot of ways. I think those fresh
chums are worth the travel,
especially when the weather is good
and you can catch the chums on the
surface with, of course, pink colored
Poly Wogs or similar attractors tied
with Polycelon or deer hair. Tastewise, the bears like the chums,
including the eggs, but the fish have
something else in mind—getting up
river to spawn. On all accounts, at
the end of the afternoon my arms
hurt and I go to bed early. I want to

waders and finds himself on the
dock a few minutes later, looking
forward to the morning on the river.
It is a beautiful morning, a clear sky
dotted with small white clouds, like
home in Bavaria. Do I get home sick
here? A little maybe, until a king
takes care of that and, with a furious
fight, helps me forget home. This fish
I donate to the kitchen, and on my
last evening I enjoy dinner with two
different recipes of cooked king
salmon. While I enjoy the salmon, I
look out of the window. “It really is a
nice piece of earth!” I think. It is the
perfect mix of fishing and adventure,
not to mention the unique landscape
with all its wildlife. Of course, all the

be. Lots of them had sea lice on
them but almost no flaws in their
scales. Outstanding fish, I cannot say
it any other way. Their typical
vertical stripes we only recognized
after a second look. They easily could
have passed as silver salmon. In this
stage chums are beautiful fish you

be fit and in good shape for the next
day. The tide schedule is promising
and falls perfectly into the morning
session. One or another king is
waiting, or so I hope. After a hearty
breakfast of bacon and eggs – bad for
the health…good for the soul – a
very pleased Thomas jumps into his

bears running around are impressive
and sometimes a little bit unreal. I
fished the Alagnak ten years ago, and
now I wonder what took me so long
to come back. You learn from your
mistakes, and one thing I know for
sure, I will come back to the Alagnak,
my river of dreams in Alaska. n

What to know if you go:
T he river: The Alagnak belongs to the Bristol
Bay watershed and is fed by two lakes, the
Kuklaklek and Nunvianuk Lake, until after
the confluence of both arms, it runs into
the KvichakRiver which finally flows into
Bristol Bay. This bay provides about 40
percent of all the seafood for the US market.
F lights: Via Anchorage to King Salmon.
From there you fly with Branch River Air to
the Lodge. A good connection to Anchorage
is the condor flight via Frankfurt. Since you
have to take an early flight from Anchorage
to King Salmon, either with Penn Air or
Alaskan Airlines, you have to stay overnight
in Anchorage both ways. Due to commonly
bad weather, it is a good idea to plan extra
time as a backup to reach connecting flights.
License: To fish the Alagnak you need a
valid fishing license. You can order, pay
with credit card and print your license via
Internet at Alaska Game and Fish: adfg.
license@alaska.gov If you fish for kings you
also need a king salmon stamp.
Season: Kings or Chinook are open till July
31st. In the first two weeks of July the big
run of sockeyes shows up, followed by the
chums, primarily in the two last weeks of
July. August is coho or silver salmon time. In
even years humpys or pink salmon enter the
river. Early and late in the season, rainbow
trout area prime quarry along the river. Late
season is also a good time for fly outs.
F lies: To fish for kings a raid on Scott’s
fly box helps. His Intruders out of Nandu
or Rhea-feathers are great. If you see
them, you believe in them. On the other
hand, I caught my biggest fish with a big
chartreuse and black tube tied by my friend
Christian. You need to get the fly in front
of the fish…that is the most important fact.
Good colors are black, chartreuse, blue,
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orange, purple and red or combinations
of two colors. Scott swears on orange. For
chums, pink Tubes or Harebell Leeches will
do, beside Poly Wogs or similar lures if you
want to fish on the surface.

T he Lodge: The accommodation at the
Alagnak is simple and down-to-earth, and
therefore favored by a lot of fishermen. It
is a fishing lodge. The Lodge is situated on
a small hill and offers a great view of the
river, bear alarms at breakfast included.
All you need is there, from the sauna to a
tying corner.
E quipment: For kings you definitely need
a 9-11 weight Spey rod around 13-15 feet
long. We fished a lot from the boat parked
on shore and not from the middle of river
which would have been easier of course…
but somehow it was crucial to the kings
from which side the fly was swinging. A
reel with enough backing and solid brake
system helps to keep you calm, fight and
land the fish. A Skagit Head with different
Sink Tips from T-11 –T17 complete the outfit
for kings. For safety reasons you can pack
in the Rio In Touch Level “T” (T-17) shooting
head. This one you can cut to your needs
and adapt to any situation on the water.
For chums you need a 7-8 -weight rod, a
good reel and a floating line. In Alaska
the weather is unpredictable, so bring
everything you might need from waders
and boots to long underwear, rain jacket
etc. Insect repellent is also important,
especially on calm, warm days.
Contact: If you need to know more: www.
alagnaklodge.com or contact: fish@
alagnaklodge.com
Your contact person is Tony Starkie who will
answer all your questions and help you plan
your trip.
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